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In the supplementary document, we first provide some

implementation details in Section 1, then show additional

qualitative and quantitative results in Section 2. Finally, the

limitations and broader impact are discussed in Section 3.

Please also refer to the accompanying video for more intu-

itive results.

1. Implementation Details

1.1. Network Architecture

Our model is primarily constructed by MLPs, and we use

PyTorch [8] to implement our model. Our model consists of

a canonical generation module that generates head avatars

in canonical space, and a deformation module that deforms

the generated avatars to target poses and expressions.

The canonical generation module consists of three net-

works: geometry network G, normal network N and texture

network T . G is built by a 3D feature generator followed by

an MLP conditioned by the generated feature similar to [1].

N and T have roughly the same structure, as shown in Fig.

1.

The deformation module is composed of the shape re-

moving network D followed by a MLP C that predicts the

pose bases, expression bases and LBS weights similar to

[13], as illustrated in Fig. 2

1.2. Data Processing

We use the textured scans in FaceVerse-Dataset [10] to

train our model. At the beginning, we flip the scans to face

forward and shift them to the origin, so that the scans are

right inside the [−1, 1]3 cube.

The training of our model requires accurate estimation of

FLAME [6] parameters for each scan. To this end, we ini-

tialize the FLAME parameters by inferencing the pretrained

DECA model [3], and then further optimize these parame-
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Figure 1. The architecture of N and T . Each block represents a

linear layer whose output dimension is specified inside the block.

The number in brackets indicate the length of the tensor.

ters based on mesh-to-scan distance and landmark loss. To

inference DECA and obtain 3D landmarks, we render the

textured scans from the front view using PyTorch3D [9].

The rendered RGB image is then used to detect 2D land-

marks using Dlib [4]. Then, we use the Pyrender library to

render depth map and then project the 2D landmarks to 3D

scans according to the depth to obtain 3D landmarks.

As described in the main paper, we train our model in

two stages. In the second stage, rendered multi-view im-

ages are required. As for the ground truth scans, we render

them from 9 views (0◦, 40◦, 80◦, · · · ) to 256 × 256 images

using PyTorch3D [9]. As for the coarse geometry obtained

in the first stage, we first extract meshes from the predicted

occupancy using MISE [7], and then calculate the 3D to

2D correspondence using the depth map rendered by Pyren-

der. We will release our code for research purposes, and for

more details please refer to our source code.
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Figure 2. The architecture of D and C. Each block represents a

linear layer whose output dimension is specified inside the block.

The number in brackets indicates the length of the tensor.

1.3. Training

Losses: We train our model in two stages. In the first stage,

we add two auxiliary losses Lbone and Lweight during the

first training epoch inspired by [1,2]. Thus, at the first epoch

of the stage one, the training loss is:

Lstage1 =Locc + λdLdeshape + λlLlbs + λrLreg+ (1)

λbLbone + λwLweight,

with

Lbone = BCE(G(xb, zshape), 1) (2)

Lweight = ∥Wjoint −W0∥
2

2
,

where Lbone ensures the 20 sampled points xb along the

4 bones (a virtual concept that is similar to human body

model) to be inside the surface, and BCE(·) denotes the

binary cross entropy loss. Lweight enforces the predicted

LBS weights of the joints Wjoint only relevant to their two

neighboring bones. (i.e., W0 is a vector that takes 1 for the

neighboring bones and 0 elsewhere). We take λd = 10,

λl = 0.2, λr = 10−3, λb = 1, λw = 10 and λp = λe =
500.

In the second stage, the weight of each loss function is

set as: λc = λn = λ = 1 and λr = 10−3.

Optimization: We initialize all three latent codes to zero,

and train our model using Adam optimizer [5] with learning

rate η = 10−3 for the first training stage and η = 2× 10−3

for the second stage, and β = (0.9, 0.999).

2. Additional Experimental Results

2.1. Head Avatar Generation Quality Comparison

As illustrated in the main paper, our model can gener-

ate diverse animatable head avatars with complete geometry

and realistic texture. Before our method, only i3DMM [12]

can achieve similar functions. In this section, we compare

our method to the SOTA method i3DMM in terms of the

quality of the generated head avatars qualitatively and quan-

titatively.

We randomly sample the latent codes of our model and

i3DMM respectively to generate diverse head avatars. The

geometry and texture of some generated head avatars are

shown in Fig. 4. Our model can generate head avatars with

more diverse hairstyles and better geometry and more real-

istic texture. Furthermore, our model can learn more more

complex geometry like collars.

To quantitatively evaluate the quality of the generated

avatars, we conduct a user study. We ask 10 volunteers

to assess the geometry and texture quality of the generated

head avatars respectively. We randomly select 30 samples

of each method (i.e. our method and i3DMM [12]), and

each sample is rendered to image in resolution 256 × 256
from three views. Geometry images and texture images are

rendered separately. Thus, each volunteer will score 120

images in all, which takes about 15 to 20 minutes. Before

the formal scoring, we show each volunteer five additional

images for training. In the formal scoring, the volunteers

are asked to score the results of three methods from 0 to 5

(0 is the worst and 5 is the best, specifically, 0 ∼ 1: ‘very

bad’, 1 ∼ 2: ‘bad’, 2 ∼ 3: ‘ordinary’, 3 ∼ 4: ‘good’,

4 ∼ 5: ‘very good’). As illustrated in Fig. 3, our method

outperforms the SOTA method in both aspects.
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Figure 3. User study results. The average geometry and texture

scores of our method are higher than those of the SOTA method.
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Figure 4. Head avatar generation comparison with SOTA method. We randomly sample the latent codes of our model and of i3DMM,

and exhibit some generated head avatars.

Figure 5. User study examples.

2.2. Additional Generation and Animation Results

We generate more neural head avatars, and then deform

them to the target expressions, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

2.3. Qualitative results on Multiface Dataset

Since there are only Asians in the FaceVerse-Dataset that

we used in the main paper, we also train our model on a sub-

set of Multiface dataset [11] (252 scans from 10 subjects)

which contains samples of other races. The shape code and

detail code sampling results are shown in Fig.6. Due to

the lack of geometry details of the meshes in the Multiface

dataset, the sampling results only have rough shape on the

hair region. Furthermore, We randomly sample the shape,

detail and color latent codes to generate head avatars, and

then deform them to the target poses and expressions con-

trolled by the given FLAME parameters, as shown in Fig.

7. The results demonstrate the generalization ability of our

method on different datasets and races.

3. Limitations and Broader Impacts

Limitations: While our method contributes towards build-

ing generative animatable head avatars with complete ge-

ometry and realistic texture, some challenges still remain.

First, the data distribution and quality generated by our

method depends on that of the training dataset. Since there

are only Asians in the FaceVerse-Dataset that we used to
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Figure 6. Shape and detail latent codes sampling results on

Multiface dataset. When sampling the shape code, the detail code

is set to the average value, and vice versa.

Figure 7. Head avatars generation and animation on Multiface

dataset.

train our model, our model can only generate Asians. When

trained on the Multiface dataset, our model can only gener-

ate avatars with only rough shape on the hair region due

to the lack of details in the training dataset. Future work

could address this by collecting a larger high-quality human

head scan dataset with a rich population. Second, although

our model can generate head avatars with realistic texture,

it cannot produce facial details like freckles and wrinkles.

More elaborate design of the 2D loss function in the second

training stage may help our model learn more details. Fi-

nally, how to model the internal structure of the mouth such

as teeth and tongue is still challenging.

Broader Social Impact: Our GANHead model can gener-

ate diverse novel realistic 3D head avatars, which is mean-

ingful for the coming meta verse and AAA games. For in-

stance, GANHead can help users create novel animatable

digital humans quickly and produce diverse digital humans

in the meta verse. Our method can also bring negative im-

pact. In the future, GANHead can be used to make com-

puter generated 3D human heads visually realistic and can

be misused to create fake face animation using Deepfake-

like technology. We heartily encourage future research to

study more in detecting computer generated head avatar

motions.
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Figure 8. Head Avatar Generation and Animation. We randomly generate some neural head avatars, and then deform them to the target

expressions. We show texture and geometry of each sample, and we encourage readers to zoom-in for details.


